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1- Determination the annihilation points (2-gamma).
2- The Imaging of the cylindrical chambers (preliminary results).
3- The o-Ps decay planes determination for Run-3 & Run-6 data .3- The o-Ps decay planes determination for Run-3 & Run-6 data .



The annihilation chamber s(Run-6) & (Run-3)
Plastic cylinder

Scheme of  Run-6 large annihilation chamber.

In the case of run-3 , the Na22 located inside the aluminum chamber, positrons may
annihilate with electrons without" forming meta-stable positronium, through “
direct and pick-off" and 3 –photons annihilation 1/370 ratio to that of 2-photon.

Scheme of  Run-6 large annihilation chamber.

Scheme of  Run-3 medium annihilation chamber.
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●Z=土 5 cm along z-axis also removed from data, in order to get red of central part
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Applied cuts:
● Select only 2 hits events.

● Specific range of the angles between two hits has been chosen. 
The range of angles between 2 hits  greater than 160.7 and smaller than 199.2.

● Absolute value of  Z coefficient < 23 cm ( z coordinate of place of interaction of        
γ  with scintillator in range 土 23cm).

Data selection criteria

● No TOT calibration => cuts applied to raw TOTs (ToT=14 to 27).
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The two hit’s angle calculations (annihillation at 
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Diameter =13.6 cm



The tomographic image of the annihilation target cylinder obtained
using Ps →2ɣ annihilations used as a benchmark for the 3 annihilation
reconstruction studies. Left (xy view) transverse view, |z| > 5 cm and
right (zx view) side view.



Run-6 Data 

Applied cuts:
● Select only 2 hits events.

● Specific range of the angles between two hits has been chosen. 
The range of angles between 2 hits  greater than 147and smaller than 212.

Data selection criteria

● Absolute value of  Z coefficient < 23 cm ( z coordinate of place of interaction of        
γ  with scintillator in range 土 23cm).

● No TOT calibration => cuts applied to raw TOTs (ToT=16 to 27).

●Z=土 5 cm along z-axis also removed from data.
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Large chamber Large chamber 
diameter=24 cm 
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The projection
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The tomographic image of the annihilation target cylinder (Run-6) 
obtained using Ps →2ɣ annihilations (xy view) transverse view, |z| > 5 cm
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X -axis

The tomographic image of the annihilation target cylinder obtained using 
Ps →2ɣ annihilations (xy view) transverse view, |z| > 5 cm
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The tomographic image of the annihilation target cylinder obtained using 
Ps →2ɣ annihilations (xy view) transverse view, |z| > 5 cm

Large annihilation chamber 
diameter≈24 cm 

















Determination the distribution of the reconstructed origin 
decay points of 3 annihilation events & the distance between 

the iso center of J-PET and the 3ɣ decay planes
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Run-3

The shortest distances (the projection to the normal of the
plane) between the o-Ps decay planes and the center of the J-
PET which can be calculated via the projection to the normal of
the decay plane.



Run-6



The annihilation plane for Ps decay point at the
wall of the annihilation chamber. left (xy view) and
Right (zx view).



The annihilation planes for two different accidental
coincidences.



Schematic presentation of the geometrical acceptance limits on reconstruction
of 2 annihilations along the z axis of the detector. Shaded region denotes the
volume in which emitted e+e- pairs may be detected. (A.Gajos,2018) PhD thesis ,
UJ.
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Summary

• The o-Ps decay reconstruction method based on
trilateration, intended for reconstructing the decay vertex
which, in turn, allows us to estimate the positron momentum
direction and spin direction of the positron / o-Ps for the
needs of discrete symmetry tests in o-Ps decays .needs of discrete symmetry tests in o-Ps decays .

• Use MLEM with the J-PET data we are able to have a
topographic image of the chamber phantom with in 20 sec of
data gathering.




